In this paper, we introduce intrinsic non-locality as a quantifier for Bell non-locality, and we prove that it satisfies certain desirable properties such as faithfulness, convexity, and monotonicity under local operations and shared randomness. We then prove that intrinsic non-locality is an upper bound on the secret-key-agreement capacity of any device-independent protocol conducted using a device characterized by a correlation p. We also prove that intrinsic steerability is an upper bound on the secret-key-agreement capacity of any semi-device-independent protocol conducted using a device characterized by an assemblageρ. We also establish the faithfulness of intrinsic steerability and intrinsic non-locality. Finally, we prove that intrinsic non-locality is bounded from above by intrinsic steerability.
Introduction
In principle, quantum key distribution (QKD) [BB84, Eke91, SBPC + 09] provides unconditional security [May01, SP00, LCT14] for establishing secret key at a distance. In the standard QKD setting, Alice and Bob (two spatially separated parties) trust the functioning of their devices. That is, it is assumed that they know the state of their devices, as well as the measurement that their devices are performing. This is, however, a very strong set of assumptions.
It is possible to consider other scenarios in which the trust assumptions are relaxed, while still obtaining unconditional security. When one of the devices is untrusted, the protocol is referred to as semi-device-independent (SDI) quantum key distribution [BCW + 12]. If both the devices are untrusted, then we are dealing with the scenario of device-independent (DI) quantum key distribution [MY98, ABG + 07, VV14]. It is interesting to note that the above three scenarios of QKD are in correspondence with a hierarchy of quantum correlations [WJD07] . The standard QKD approach requires that Alice and Bob share entanglement [HHHH09] or that they are connected by a channel that can preserve entanglement. In SDI-QKD, a necessary requirement for Alice and Bob to generate secret key is that they can violate a steering inequality [BCW + 12, CS17]. For DI-QKD, it is necessary for Alice and Bob to violate a Bell inequality [CHSH69, ABG + 07, BCP + 14].
In this paper, we obtain upper bounds on secret-key rates that are achievable with DI-QKD and SDI-QKD. To this end, we first introduce intrinsic non-locality, which is a quantifier for quantum non-locality [BCP + 14]. We prove that it obeys several desirable properties, such as monotonicity under local operations and shared randomness [FWW09, FW11] , convexity, faithfulness, superadditivity, and additivity with respect to tensor products. We also provide a proof for faithfulness of restricted intrinsic steerability, solving an open question from [KWW17] .
Next, we consider a device that is characterized by a correlation p, and we allow Alice and Bob to perform local operations and public communication on its inputs and outputs (this contains the parameter estimation, error correction, and privacy amplification) to extract a secret key from this device. Then, we prove that intrinsic non-locality is an upper bound on the rate at which secret key can be extracted from this device, such that the secret key is protected from a third party possessing an arbitrary no-signaling extension of the correlation, as well as copies of all of the classical data publicly exchanged in the protocol. We then consider a device that is characterized by an assemblageρ. We also prove that restricted intrinsic steerability is an upper bound on the rate at which secret key can be extracted from this device, such that the secret key is protected from a third party possessing an arbitrary no-signaling extension of the assemblage (as considered in [KWW17] ), as well as copies of all of the classical data publicly exchanged during the protocol.
The present work is inspired by the work that was carried out in [MW99] , which introduced intrinsic information and proved that it is an upper bound on the distillable secret key for Alice and Bob protected from an adversary Eve, such that Alice has access to random variable X, Bob to random variable Y , and Eve to Z, such that the joint distribution is P XY Z . Later, [CW04] , (see also [Tuc02] ) taking inspiration from the underlying idea of intrinsic information, defined squashed entanglement as a quantum version of the former, which turns out to be an entanglement measure with many desirable properties. The squashed entanglement was later established as an upper bound on distillable secret key of a bipartite quantum state [CEH + 07] (see also [Wil16] in this context). The squashed entanglement of a channel was later defined and proved to be an upper bound on the secret-key-agreement capacity of a quantum channel [TGW14, Wil16] . Both the intrinsic steerability from [KWW17] and the intrinsic non-locality defined here are deeply related to these previous quantities. It is fair to say that our intrinsic non-locality goes back closest to the spirit of [MW99] , in that it is defined entirely in terms of classical random variables accessible to Alice and Bob. This paper is structured as follows: we recall the definition of restricted intrinsic steerability in Section 2. We then introduce intrinsic non-locality and analyze its mathematical properties in Section 3. In Section 4, we provide a proof for the faithfulness of intrinsic steerability. Section 5 provides a proof for the faithfulness of intrinsic non-locality. We prove upper bounds on secret-keyagreement capacities for device-independent and semi-device-independent protocols in Section 6. In Section 7, we showcase our bounds for some specific examples. We end with Section 8, where we conclude and discuss some open questions.
Restricted intrinsic steerability
In this section, we revisit the definition of restricted intrinsic steerability, which was introduced in [KWW17] . We now recall the notion of an assemblage. Let ρ AB be a bipartite quantum state shared by Alice and Bob. Suppose that Alice performs a measurement labeled by x ∈ X , with X denoting a finite set of quantum measurement choices, and she gets a classical output a ∈ A, with A denoting a finite set of measurement outcomes. An assemblage [Pus13] consists of the state of Bob's subsystem and the conditional probability of Alice's outcome a (correlated with Bob's state) given the measurement choice x. This is specified as {pĀ |X (a|x), ρ ∀x, x ∈ X . This is equivalent to I(X; B) ρ = 0 for all input probability distributions p X (x), where I(X; B) ρ := H(X) ρ + H(B) ρ − H(XB) ρ is the mutual information of the reduced state ρ XB = TrĀ(ρ XĀB ).
An assemblage is referred to as LHS (local-hidden-state) if it arises from a classical shared hidden variable Λ in the following sense:
We now recall a measure of steerability that was introduced in [KWW17] :
B } a,x denote an assemblage, and let ρ XĀB denote a corresponding classical-quantum state. Consider a no-signaling extension ρ XĀBE of ρ XĀB of the following form:
B and the following no-signaling constraints:
The restricted intrinsic steerability of {ρ a,x B } a,x is defined as follows:
where the supremum is with respect to all probability distributions p X and the infimum is with respect to all non-signaling extensions of ρ XĀB as specified above. Furthermore, the conditional mutual information of a tripartite state σ KLM is defined as
Using the no-signaling constraints, which imply that I(X; B|E) ρ = 0, and the chain rule for conditional mutual information, it follows that
3 Quantum non-locality
Resource theory of non-locality
Consider two spatially separated experimentalists, Alice and Bob, each having access to one component of a two-component device [MY98] . Suppose that the manufacturer of this device claims that it contains an entangled quantum state, which can be used to obtain non-local correlations. However, Alice and Bob do not trust the manufacturer of the device, and neither do they trust the device. Thus, Alice and Bob must treat their devices as black boxes. The only way that they can interact with their devices is through its inputs and outputs. The device manufacturer claims that the inputs to the device result in some quantum measurement being performed on the system. However, Alice and Bob make no assumptions on the type of the measurement, or even if the measurement is being performed. If this device outputs non-local correlations, then it is considered as a resource in the resource theory of non-locality. Let us set some notation now. Alice's component takes in an input letter x ∈ X and outputs a ∈ A. Similarly, Bob's component accepts an input letter y ∈ Y and outputs b ∈ B. We consider X and Y to be finite sets of quantum measurement choices and A and B to be finite sets of measurement outcomes. For simplicity, we consider X = Y = [s] and A = B = [r]. The conditional probability distribution {p(a, b|x, y)} a,b∈[r],x,y∈ [s] corresponding to the device is traditionally called a "correlation."
Since these experimentalists are spatially separated, the correlation should respect the nosignaling principle, which implies that
Let NS denote the set of correlations that respect the constraints in (7) and (8). The no-signalling constraints (7) and (8) can be expressed equivalently in terms of conditional mutual informations, namely ∀p(x, y) I(X;B|Y
with respect to the joint distribution p(a, b, x, y) = p(x, y)p(a, b|x, y), and where p(x, y) ranges over probability distributions on X and Y . A correlation is said to have a local hidden variable (LHV) description if it can be written as
where Λ is a local-hidden variable, p Λ (λ) is the probability that the realization λ of the local-hidden variable Λ occurs, p(a|x, λ) is the probability of obtaining the outcome a given x and λ, and p(b|y, λ) is the probability of obtaining the outcome b given y and λ. Let L denote the set of correlations that can be written as in (10). A device whose inputs and outputs lead to a correlation in L is known as a local box, and otherwise, it is a non-local box. The set Q of quantum correlations corresponds to the set of correlations that can be written as
where ρ AB is a bipartite quantum state and {Λ a x } a and {Λ b y } y are POVMs characterizing Alice's and Bob's measurements with Λ a x , Λ b y ≥ 0 for all a ∈ A and b ∈ B and a Λ a x = I and b Λ b y = I. An example of a correlation that belongs to the no-signaling correlations, but not the quantum correlations, is a Popescu-Rohrlich (PR) box [RP93] box, which is defined as follows:
Definition 3 (PR box) A PR box is a device corresponding to the following correlation p(a, b|x, y):
p(a, b|x, y) = 0 for all other quadruples. This channel is no-signaling between Alice and Bob, as defined in (7) and (8).
The task is to ascertain if the device given by the manufacturer to Alice and Bob is non-local, as well as to quantify the non-locality of the correlations corresponding to the device. To this end, we introduce a function of the correlation characterizing the device, which we call intrinsic non-locality. Before introducing intrinsic non-locality, we first give a brief overview of the free operations in the resource theory of non-locality [GA17, dV14] .
Local operations and shared randomness
The only restriction on the correlations characterizing the device is that it has to be no-signaling. The device given by the manufacturer is allowed to have unlimited free shared randomness between the two components and can perform local operations on
• the inputs given by Alice and Bob to their respective components,
• the outputs of the two components to give the final outputs to Alice and Bob.
These operations could even, in turn, be carried out by Alice and Bob on the correlations characterizing the device. The local operations and shared randomness act on the initial correlation p i (a, b|x, y) corresponding to the device in order to yield a final, modified correlation p f (a, b|x, y). These operations can be parametrized as [GA17] 
Here, I (L) corresponds to a local correlation for a local device that takes in the inputs x f and y f from Alice and Bob, uses shared randomness, and performs local operations to yield new inputs x and y for the main device characterized by p i . This can be written as
where p Λ 2 (λ 2 ) corresponds to the probability distribution of the shared classical variable Λ 2 , I A (x|x f , λ 2 ) corresponds to the probability of obtaining x given x f and λ 2 , and I B (y|y f , λ 2 ) corresponds to the probability of obtaining y given y f and λ 2 . Once the initial device p i generates the outputs a and b, it can be post-processed by a local device that is characterized by the local correlation O (L) . This can be written as
This device takes in a, b, x, y, x f , y f and gives the final outputs a f , b f by using shared randomness and performing local operations on the inputs. Here, p Λ 1 (λ) is a probability distribution over the classical shared random variable λ 1 , O A (a f |a, x, x f , λ 1 ) is a conditional probability distribution for obtaining a f given x, x f , λ 1 , a, and O B (b f |b, y, y f , λ 1 ) is a conditional probability distribution for obtaining b f given y, y f , λ 1 , b. See Figure 1 for a pictorial representation of local operations and shared randomness. Note that in [GA17] , a larger set of free operations known as wirings and prior-to-input classical communication (WPICC) was considered. It was also shown in Lemma 6 of [GA17] that any quantifier that is a monotone under local operations and shared randomness is also a monotone under WPICCs.
We are now ready to introduce a quantifier for the non-locality of the devices.
Intrinsic non-locality
To calculate the amount of non-locality present in the correlation p(a, b|x, y), we introduce a function N : p(a, b|x, y) → R ≥0 , which we call intrinsic non-locality. Consider a correlation p(a, b|x, y) ∈ NS. Now embed the correlation p(a, b|x, y) into a classicalclassical state as
where p(x, y) is a probability distribution for the measurement choices x and y. Now, consider a no-signaling, quantum extension ρĀB XY E of ρĀB XY :
such that Tr E (ρĀB XY E ) = ρĀB XY , and the following no-signaling constraints hold:
It is then easy to see that given the value in system Y , the state of systems X and systemsBE is product. This is equivalent to the following constraint on conditional mutual information:
Similarly, the following no-signaling constraints hold
It is easy to see that given the value in systems X, the state of systems Y andĀE is product. This is equivalent to the following constraint on conditional mutual information
Finally, we have that
The first equality follows from (18), and the second equality follows from (20). This implies that the state of Eve's system is independent of the measurement choices, i.e., I(XY ; E) ρ = 0, for all p(x, y). We can then quantify the amount of non-local correlations in the correlation p(a, b|x, y) as inf ρĀB XY E I(Ā;B|XY E), where the infimum is with respect to no-signaling extensions ρĀB XY E of the above form. Since Alice and Bob want to maximize the non-local correlations of the two black boxes, we maximize over input probability distributions p(x, y), leading us to the following definition:
Definition 4 (Intrinsic non-locality) The intrinsic non-locality of a correlation p(a, b|x, y) is defined as
where ρĀB XY E is a no-signaling extension of the state ρĀB XY , i.e., subjected to the constraints in (18) and (20).
Note that we have considered a no-signaling quantum extension ρĀB XY E of ρĀB XY . Let σĀB XY E be a classical extension of the form
subjected to the no-signaling constraints in (18) and (20). Clearly, we have that
However, it is not known if there exists a correlation p(a, b|x, y) for which
and this represents an interesting open question.
Properties of intrinsic non-locality
In this section, we prove that intrinsic non-locality is faithful, monotone with respect to local operations and shared randomness, superadditive, and additive with respect to tensor products of correlations. These are the properties that are desirable for a measure of Bell non-locality to possess. We also prove that intrinsic non-locality of a correlation is never larger than the intrinsic steerability of an associated assemblage.
Proposition 5 Intrinsic non-locality vanishes for correlations having a local hidden variable model;
Proof. Given p(a, b|x, y) ∈ L, then we can write it as
Embed this in a classical-classical state with p(x, y) an arbitrary probability distribution over x, y:
Consider the following no-signaling extension
Then, by inspection,Ā andB are independent given XY E. This implies that inf ρĀB XY E I(Ā;B|XY E) ρ = 0. Since this equality holds for an arbitrary probability distribution p(x, y), we can then conclude that N (Ā;B) p = 0.
We later prove in Theorem 14 that N (Ā;B) p = 0 implies that p ∈ L.
We expect any quantifier of non-locality to be monotone under the free operations. That is, a free operation should not increase the amount of non-locality in the device. We state this in the following proposition:
Proposition 6 (Monotonicity) Let p i (a, b|x, y) be a correlation, and let p f (a f , b f |x f , y f ) be a correlation that results from the action of local operations and shared randomness on p i (a, b|x, y). We can write the final probability distribution as follows:
where
y, x f , y f ) are local boxes as described in (14) and (15). Then,
Proof. First, we embed p f (a f , b f |x f , y f ) in a quantum state:
where p(x f , y f ) is an arbitrary probability distribution for x f , y f . Then invoking (13), (14), and (15), we obtain
An arbitrary extension of the state in (33) is given by
A particular extension of the state in (33) is given by
This in turn is a marginal of the following state:
The first inequality follows from considering a particular extension in (36). The second inequality follows from data processing of conditional mutual information. The second equality follows be-
The last equality follows from the chain rule for conditional mutual information. Now, let us consider each term in (42). By inspection,
Upon re-arranging, we obtain
So, given X, Y , the states ζ
and ζ
Here, X and Y are independent given X f , Y f , and Λ 1 . Therefore, 
Since (49) is true for an arbitrary no-signaling extension of ρĀB XY , the above inequality holds after taking the infimum over all possible no-signaling extensions ζĀB XY E . Finally, we can take the supremum over all the measurement choices, and we find that
This concludes the proof.
Proposition 7 (Convexity) Let p(a, b|x, y) and q(a, b|x, y) be two correlations, and let λ ∈ [0, 1]. Let t(a, b|x, y) be a mixture of the two correlations, defined as t(a, b|x, y) = λp(a, b|x, y)+(1 − λ) q(a, b|x, y).
Proof. First, we embed the channel t(a, b|x, y) in the following quantum state τĀB XY :
where p(x, y) is an arbitrary probability distribution. Similarly, embed p(a, b|x, y) in ρĀB XY and q(a, b|x, y) in γĀB XY :
Next, consider an arbitrary no-signaling extension of τĀB XY :
Similarly, consider an arbitrary no-signaling extension of ρĀB XY and γĀB XY :
Now, consider the following particular no-signaling extension of τĀB XY :
The first inequality follows from choosing a particular no-signaling extension. The equality follows from properties of conditional mutual information. Since this holds for all non-signaling extensions of the form in (56) and (57), we conclude that
Taking the supremum over all measurement choices, we find that
This completes the proof.
Proposition 8 (Superadditivity and additivity) Let p(a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , b 2 |x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 ) be a correlation for which the following no-signaling constraints hold:
Let t(a 1 , b 1 |x 1 , y 1 ) and r(a 2 , b 2 |x 2 , y 2 ) be correlations corresponding to the marginals of p(a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , b 2 |x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 ). Then the intrinsic non-locality is super-additive, in the sense that
If p(a 1 , b 1 , a 2 , b 2 |x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 ) = t(a 1 , b 1 |x 1 , y 1 )r(a 2 , b 2 |x 2 , y 2 ), then the intrinsic non-locality is additive in the following sense:
Proof. Consider the classical-classical state ρĀ 1Ā2B1B2 X 1 Y 1 X 2 Y 2 with the following arbitrary nosignaling extension:
where p(x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 ) is an arbitrary probability distribution. From the chain rule of mutual information and non-negativity of conditional mutual information, we obtain
From the no-signaling constraints in the statement of the proposition and (65), we obtain
We first embed t(a 1 , b 1 |x 1 , y 1 ) in τĀ 1B1 X 1 Y 1 E , and r(a 2 , b 2 |x 2 , y 2 ) in γĀ 2B2 X 2 Y 2 E and consider the following arbitrary no-signaling extensions:
Since
is a particular no-signaling extension of γĀ 2B2 X 2 Y 2 , we obtain the following inequality:
Since (73) holds for an arbitrary no-signaling extension of ρ, we obtain inf ext.in (65)
Since the above equation holds for arbitrary probability distributions, we can take a supremum over all probability distributions to obtain
Since we have considered a supremum over product probability distributions for the measurement choices on the LHS, we can relax this to consider the supremum over all probability distributions p(x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , y 2 ) of the measurement choices. This concludes the proof of (63). Now we give a proof for additivity of intrinsic non-locality with respect to product probability distributions. Since intrinsic non-locality is super-additive, it is sufficient to prove the following sub-additivity property for product probability distributions:
Consider the following states
Consider an arbitrary extension of the state
Now, consider a particular extension of the state ρĀ 1Ā2B1B2 X 1 X 2 Y 1 Y 2 :
Then, we have the following set of inequalities:
The first inequality follows from a particular choice of an extension. The first equality follows from the chain rule. For the second equality, observe the following:
Then, from (85) and (86), it follows that
This is equivalent to I(Ā 2 ;B 1
Then by inspection of (79), and from the nosignaling constraints, it follows that inf ext in (78)
Since the above statement holds for an arbitrary no-signaling extension of the form in (78), it follows that inf ext in (78)
Since the above inequality holds for an arbitrary probability distribution p(x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 ), we find that
This concludes the proof. 
where we recall thatρ is a shorthand to denote the assemblage.
Proof. Let p(x, y) be an arbitrary probability distribution. Let p(a, b|x, y) be a correlation embedded in a classical-classical state ρĀB XY with the following arbitrary no-signaling extension:
As mentioned above, we assume that this correlation is realized from some assemblage pĀ |X (a|x)ρ 
We embed the assemblage pĀ |X (a|x)ρ a,x B in a classical-quantum state ρĀ BX and consider the following arbitrary no-signaling extension:
Let
A particular no-signaling extension of ρĀB XY is
To see that σĀB XY E is indeed a no-signaling extension, observe the following:
This follows from I(X; BE) ρ = 0 and implies
Therefore, I(BE; X|Y ) σ = 0. For I(ĀE; Y |X) σ = 0, observe that
It can also be easily proved that I(XY ; E) σ = 0. Now,
This follows from the chain rule and inspection of (96). Then, from data processing, we obtain
where the second inequality holds because σĀB Y XE is a particular no-signaling extension of p(a, b|x, y).
Since the above inequality holds for any arbitrary no-signaling extension of pĀ |X (a|x)ρ a,x B , we obtain the following inequality 
This implies that S(Ā; B)ρ ≥ N (Ā;B) p .
Intrinsic non-locality of a PR box
In this section, we calculate the intrinsic non-locality of a PR box.
Proposition 10
The intrinsic non-locality of a PR box is equal to 1, i.e., N (Ā;B) p = 1, where p is the correlation defined in (12).
Proof. Consider the state
where p(x, y) is an arbitrary probability distribution. Consider a no-signaling extension of the state
The no-signaling constraints are 
From (12), and the no-signaling constraint in (107), we get the following constraints on the possible states of Eve's system:
In the matrices given above, the rows and columns are indexed by (y, b). The first matrix on the left corresponds to x = 0, and the second one on the right corresponds to x = 1. The constraints in (109) can also be written as
Similarly, from (12), and the no-signaling constraint in (108), we get the following constraints on the possible states of Eve's system:
In the above block matrices, the rows and columns are indexed by (x, a). The first matrix on the left corresponds to y = 0, and the second one on the right corresponds to y = 1. The constraints in (111) can also be written as
By following 1 → 7 → 4 → 6 → 2 → 8 → 3 → 5 → 1 in the above, we obtain ρ 
It is easy to check that given realizations of X, Y , the entropies H(Ā|B) ρ x,y = 0 and H(Ā) ρ x,y = 1.
Faithfulness of restricted intrinsic steerability
In this section, we solve an open question from [KWW17] , regarding the faithfulness of restricted intrinsic steerability. 
Proof. The forward direction ("if") was established in [KWW17, Proposition 12]. We now give a proof for the reverse direction ("only if") of the theorem. Let us first construct a proof strategy for a uniform probability distribution p X (x) = 1 |X | , and then we generalize it to a proof for an arbitrary distribution p X (x). This proof shares some ideas from the proof for faithfulness of squashed entanglement [LW18] .
Invoking Theorem 5.1 of [FR15] , we know that there exists a recovery channel R XE→ĀXE such that
where systemsĀ 1 andĀ 2 are isomorphic to systemĀ, and systems X 1 and X 2 are isomorphic to X. In the above, we have invoked the no-signaling condition I(X; BE) ρ = 0, which implies that ρ BE and ρ X are product as written. Now, let us apply this recovery channel again. We then have that
which follows from the monotonicity of trace distance with respect to R X 3 E→Ā 3 X 3 E •Tr X 2Ā2 . Then, combining the above equation with (117) via the triangle inequality, we obtain
For j ∈ [4, n], again apply the channels R XE→Ā j X j E • TrĀ j−1 X j−1 , along with the monotonicity of trace norm under quantum channels, combining the equations via the triangle inequality, to obtain the following inequality:
The recovery channel R X i E→Ā i X i E can be taken as [Wil15]
for some ω ∈ R. Let σĀn X n BE denote the following state:
= a n ,x n p X n (x n )qĀn |X n (a n |x n ) |x n x n | X n ⊗ |a n a n |Ān ⊗ σ a n ,x n B .
(127)
Furthermore, qĀn |X n (a n |x n ) is a probability distribution for a n given x n after the application of the recovery channels R X i E→Ā i X i E . From (121), we obtain for all i ∈ {1, 2, · · · n} that
The application of the recovery channels generates the data (x 1 , a 1 ), (x 2 , a 2 ) · · · (x n , a n ). The x i correspond to the measurement choices, and the a i correspond to the measurement outcomes. This data is called the "cheat sheat" and acts like a hidden variable λ. The formulation of the cheat sheat is similar to the construction of a local hidden variable model in [TDS03] .
We now devise an algorithm to generateã fromx by using the cheat sheet. The generated state σÃX B is a local-hidden state, with the cheat sheet as the hidden variable. We then prove that σÃX B is close to the original state ρĀ XB .
Alice receivesx. She searches for all the values of i for which x i =x, and generates i uniformly at random
where δ x ix is the Kronecker delta function and where N (x|x n ) is the number of times that the letter x appears in the sequence x n . Then, she outputsã with probability
Therefore,
Ifx does not belong to the sequence x n , then she generatesã randomly. This sequence of actions can be expressed as
It is easy to check that ã pÃ |XX n A n (ã|x, x n , a n ) = 1. We now use the notion of robust typicality [OR01] for the analysis.
Definition 12 (Robust typicality [OR01] ) Let x n be a sequence of elements drawn from a finite alphabet X , and let p(x) be a probability distribution on X . Let N (x|x n ) be the empirical distribution of x n . Then the δ-robustly typical set T X n δ for δ > 0 is defined as
The following result holds for 0 < δ < 1:
Property 13 The probability of a sequence x n to be in the robustly typical set is bounded from below as
The state generated after the application of the algorithm in (136) is
(140) Then, define the following sets:
• S 1 (x): set of sequences x n such thatx ∈ x n ∩ x n ∈ T X n δ ,
• S 2 (x): set of sequences x n such thatx ∈ x n ∩ x n ∈ T X n δ ,
• S 3 : set of sequences x n such that x n ∈ T X n δ .
So we can write the state σÃX B as
,a n p(ã|x, x n , a n ) |ã ã| ⊗ q(a n , x n )σ a n ,x n B + x n ∈S 2 (x),a n p(ã|x, x n , a n ) |ã ã| ⊗ q(a n , x n )σ a n ,x n B + x n ∈S 3 ,a n p(ã|x, x n , a n ) |ã ã| ⊗ q(a n , x n )σ
From the triangle inequality, we obtain the following:
where,
Let us analyze each term individually, beginning with
. The first inequality follows from convexity of trace distance, and the second inequality follows from the definition of S 3 and (138).
Let us now consider S 2 (x), that is, the set of sequences x n such thatx ∈ x n and x n ∈ T X n δ . From Definition 12, we know that for the robustly-typical set, the following condition holds
For a robustly-typical sequence to have an empirical distribution N (x|x n ) = 0, it is required that δ ≥ 1. So, we restrict δ ∈ (0, 1). Thus, by the fact that p X (x) > 0 for all x ∈ X , it is impossible for N (x|x n ) = 0 and x n ∈ T X n δ . That is,
Consider that
where x [n]\{i},x refers to a sequence x n with x i =x. We now want to give an upper bound on the second term in (145):
Let us define the following sets:
• S 1 (x i ): set of sequences x n such that x i ∈ x n ∩ x n ∈ T X n δ , • S 2 (x i ): set of sequences x n such that x i ∈ x n ∩ x n ∈ T X n δ , • S 3 : set of sequences x n such that x n ∈ T X n δ . Then,
Then, using the convexity of trace distance with (153) and typicality arguments similar to (148) and (150), we find that
and
Invoking (149), we find that
where δ ∈ (0, 1). After combining (148), (150), (158), and (161), we obtain
Minimizing over all possible no-signaling extensions, as required by the definition, we find that
Since ρĀ XB and σĀ XB are classical quantum states with p X (x) = 1 |X | , we obtain
This implies that the following inequality holds for all x ∈ X :
This means that we can average the above to get a bound for any arbitrary distribution p(x) on x. Therefore, we can now relax the assumption of a uniform probability distribution, in order to obtain the following bound for an arbitrary probability distribution:
which implies that
Given S(Ā; B)ρ ≤ ε (as required by the condition of faithfulness), choose n = (1/ε) 1/4 , δ = ε 1/16 |X | 1/2 (recall that we require δ ∈ (0, 1)). We know by the Chernoff bound [OR01] that
Substituting these values, we find that
Faithfulness of intrinsic non-locality
The following theorem, combined with Proposition 5, establishes that intrinsic non-locality is faithful.
Theorem 14 (Faithfulness of intrinsic non-locality) For every no-signaling correlation p(a, b|x, y), N (Ā;B) p = 0, if and only if it has a local hidden variable description. Quantitatively, if N (Ā;B) p ≤ ε, where 0 < ε 1/16 d 1/2 < 1, for d = |X | · |Y|, there exists a probability distribution l(a, b|x, y) having local hidden variable description, such that
where ρĀ XBY correponds to the classical-classical state p XY (x, y)p(a, b|x, y) and γĀ XBY is the classical-classical state corresponding to p XY (x, y)l(a, b|x, y).
Proof. The proof closely follows the proof for faithfulness of intrinsic steerability. We first construct a strategy for p XY (x, y) = 1 |X | .
1
|Y| and then generalize it to an arbitrary distribution. Invoking [FR15] , we know that there exists a recovery channel R XE→ĀXE such that
Since I(BE; X|Y ) ρ = 0 from (19), and p XY (x, y) = 1 X .
1 Y , we can write ρB XY E = ρB Y E ⊗ ρ X . Following an argument similar to (118)- (121), we obtain the following inequality:
Since the distributions p X (x) and p Y (y) are independent, we have
From the no-signaling constraints, we have
This implies,
Since the systemsĀ n X n E of ωĀn X nB Y E are obtained from the application of the recovery channel on systems X n E of the state ρ XnY EB , we can use quantum data processing for mutual information to obtain the following inequality:
This implies that
Alice's strategy is exactly the same as before, and the following state is obtained after the application of the algorithm in (136):
Note that this state is a local-hidden-variable state. This construction of the local-hidden-variable state shares some similarities with [TDS03] . By following the arguments given for the proof of faithfulness of intrinsic steerability, we obtain
This implies
Now, using triangle inequality, we obtain the following for any arbitrary distribution p(x, y):
Given N (Ā;B) p ≤ ε (as required by the condition of faithfulness), choose n = (1/ε) 1/4 , δ = ε 1/16 |X | 1/2 |Y| 1/2 . This proof holds only if δ ∈ (0, 1). We know by the Chernoff bound [OR01] that
Substituting these values, we obtain
6 Upper bounds on secret key rates in quantum key distribution
We now prove that restricted intrinsic steerability and intrinsic non-locality are upper bounds on the rate at which secret key can be distilled in semi-device-independent and device-independent protocols, respectively.
Device-independent protocol
Let n ∈ Z + , R ≥ 0, and ε ∈ [0, 1]. Let p(a, b|x, y) be a correlation. We define an (n, R, ε) device-independent secret-key agreement protocol as follows:
• Alice and Bob give the inputs x n , y n to their devices according to p X n Y n (x n , y n ). The device is used n times. The distribution p X n Y n (x n , y n ) is independent of Eve.
• Alice inputs x i and obtains the output a i . Bob inputs y i and obtains the output b i , where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The input and output distributions are embedded in the state σĀnBn X n Y n , where
where p n (a n , b n |x n , y n ) is the i.i.d. extension of p(a, b|x, y). The joint state held by Alice, Bob, and Eve is a no-signaling extension σĀnBn X n Y n E of σĀnBn X n Y n .
• Alice and Bob perform local operations and public communication, with C A being the classical communication from Alice to Bob,C A a copy of the classical register C A held by Eve, C B the classical communication from Bob to Alice, andC B a copy of the classical register C B held by Eve. This protocol yields a state
for all no-signaling extensions, where
A rate R is achievable for a device characterized by p if there exists an (n, R − δ, ε) deviceindependent protocol for all ε ∈ (0, 1), δ > 0, and sufficiently large n. The device-independent secret-key-agreement capacity DI(p) of the device characterized by p is defined as the supremum of all achievable rates.
In the following, we use the terminology "honest implementation." By an honest implementation of the device, we mean that the device implements a protocol that corresponds to a pre-specified strategy. In our context, this means that the conditional probability distribution p n (a n , b n |x n , y n ) is a fixed i.i.d. distribution, as described above.
Theorem 15
The intrinsic non-locality N (Ā;B) p is an upper bound on the device-independent secret-key-agreement capacity of an honest implementation of the device characterized by p:
Proof. For any (n, R, ε) protocol, consider that where
In the above equations, σ X nĀnBn Y n is the classical-classical state obtained from the device after Alice and Bob enter in the measurement inputs. Alice, Bob and Eve hold a no-signaling extension The first inequality follows from the continuity of conditional mutual information [Shi17, Proposition 1]. The second inequality follows from data processing. The second equality and third inequality follow from chain rule of conditional mutual information, as well as the fact thatC A is a classical copy of C A andC B is a classical copy of C B . The last inequality follows from data processing for conditional mutual information. Since the above inequality holds for an arbitrary no-signaling extension of σĀnBn X n Y n , we find that
By the assumption that the protocol is an honest implementation of the device, we can invoke the additivity of intrinsic non-locality from Proposition 8 to obtain
Taking the limit as n → ∞ and ε → 0 then leads to DI(p) ≤ N (Ā;B) p .
Bounds on device-independent QKD protocols based on certain states were also previously discussed in [HM15] .
Semi-device-independent protocol
Let n ∈ Z + , R ≥ 0, and ε ∈ [0, 1]. We define a (n, R, ε) semi-device-independent secret-keyagreement protocol for an assemblageρ := {p A|X (a|x)ρ a,x B } a,x as follows:
• Alice gives input x n to get an input a n . The assemblage shared by Alice and Bob is then
where {p A n |X n (a n |x n )ρ a n ,x n B n } a n ,x n is an i.i.d. extension of the assemblage {p A|X (a|x)ρ a,x B } a,x . Alice, Bob, and Eve hold a no-signaling extension of the above assemblage:
• Bob inputs y i and obtains the output b i , where i ∈ {1 · · · n}. Let the measurement corresponding to y n be a set
The state shared between Alice, Bob and Eve is then σĀn X nBn Y n E .
• Alice and Bob perform local operations and public communication, with C A being the classical communication from Alice to Bob,C A the copy of the classical register C A held by Eve, C B the classical communication from Bob to Alice, andC B a copy of the classical register C B held by Eve. This yields a state ω K A K B EC A C BCACB X n Y n which satisfies
A rate R is achievable for a device characterized byρ if there exists an (n, R − δ, ε) semi-deviceindependent protocol for all ε ∈ (0, 1), δ > 0, and sufficiently large n. The semi-device-independent capacity SDI(ρ) of the device characterized byρ is defined as the supremum of all achievable rates forρ.
Theorem 16
The restricted intrinsic steerability S(Ā;B)ρ is an upper bound on the semi-deviceindependent secret-key agreement capacity SDI(ρ) of an honest implementation of the device characterized byρ:
, and σz−σx √ 2 , respectively. Bob's measurement choices y 1 and y 2 correspond to σ z and σ x , respectively. The correlation resulting from this setup is then p(a, b|x, y), with x taking values from x 0 , x 1 , and x 2 , y taking values from y 1 and y 2 , and a, b ∈ {0, 1} being the measurement results. This setup was studied in detail in [ABG + 07]. The raw key is extracted from the pair {x 0 , y 1 }. It is important to note that Alice and Bob do not need to assume that they perform the above qubit measurements.
The secret-key rate in a device-independent protocol is bounded from above as follows (Theorem 15):
Note that if Alice and Bob always perform x 0 and y 1 , the protocol will not be secure. Therefore, it is required that Alice and Bob perform the other measurements randomly with some probability. The upper bound that we obtain below holds for the entire protocol. The idea is now to consider some no-signaling extension of the probability distribution obtained from the black box, and then bound the intrinsic non-locality from above. The technique presented below is similar to the technique used in [GEW16] to get upper bounds on the squashed entanglement of a depolarizing channel. Isotropic state is Bell local if
. This implies that the intrinsic non-locality is equal to zero for
, we can write the probability distribution q ω p (a, b|x, y) obtained from ω p AB as a convex combination of probability distributions obtained from ω and ω 1−1/ √ 2 . That is, for some 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, we have
By simple algebra, we obtain
Equation (214) can be written as
Then, from convexity of intrinsic non-locality (Proposition 7), we obtain
Since the above equation is true for all α, we obtain
This implies 
We plot this upper bound in Figure 3 , and we explain the relative entropy of entanglement bound in the next subsection.
Semi-device independent protocol
Let us now consider an assemblage that is generated from an isotropic state, with x 0 = σ z and
If p ≥ 1/2, it is well known that ρ XĀB is unsteerable [WJD07] , and therefore intrinsic steerability is zero for p ≥ 
XĀB
. That is, for some 0 ≤ α ≤ 1
Then, by simple algebra we obtain 
= 1 + 2 log 2 + 1 − 2 log 1 − 2 .
We therefore obtain S(Ā; B) ρ = min 0≤ ≤p
(1 − α( )) 1 + 2 log 2 + 1 − 2 log 1 − 2 .
We plot this bound in Figure 4 . Due to the fact that squashed entanglement is an upper bound on the rate at which secret key can be distilled from an isotropic state [CEH + 07, Wil16], as well as the above protocols being particular protocols for secret key distillation, squashed entanglement is also an upper bound on the rate at which the secret key can be distilled in semi-device-independent and device-independent protocol. However, the upper bound on squashed entanglement of an isotropic state that we obtain after choosing the extension as given in [GEW16] is greater than the bound obtained on intrinsic steerability of the assemblage considered above. Therefore, we do not plot these bounds in Figures 3  or 4 .
Similarly, for the same reason given above, the relative entropy of entanglement is also an upper bound on the rate at which secret key can be distilled in semi-device-independent and deviceindependent protocols [HHHO09] . The relative entropy of entanglement of qubit-qubit isotropic states has been calculated in [VPRK97] , which we plot in the above figures. This bound performs better than intrinsic non-locality and intrinsic steerability in certain regimes. This suggests that it might be worthwhile to explore if relative entropy of steering [GA15, KW17] and relative entropy of non-locality [vDGG05] would be useful as upper bounds for semi-device-independent and deviceindependent quantum key distribution, respectively.
The bounds that we obtain do not closely match the lower bounds obtained from prior literature. One reason for this discrepancy can be traced back to the following question: is a violation of Bell inequality or steering inequality sufficient for security in DI-QKD and SDI-QKD? Since our measure is faithful, it is equal to zero if and only if there is no violation of steering inequality or Bell inequality. However, the lower bounds hit zero at a lower value of p than expected from the faithfulness condition. ] for the semi-device-independent protocol described in Section 7.2. Relative entropy of entanglement of a qubit-qubit isotropic state is given in [VPRK97] .
Conclusion and outlook
In the present work, we have introduced an information theoretic measure of non-locality called intrinsic non-locality. It is inspired by the intrinsic information [MW99] and has a form similar to squashed entanglement [CW04] and intrinsic steerability [KWW17] . We have proven that intrinsic non-locality is an upper bound on secret-key rates in device-independent secret-key-agreement protocols. Similarly, we have proven that intrinsic steerability is an upper bound on secret-key rates in semi-device-independent secret-key-agreement protocols. To our knowledge, this is the first time that monotones of Bell non-locality and steering have been used to obtain upper bounds on device-independent and semi-device-indepedent secret-key rates, respectively. Instrumental in the proofs is the fact that these quantities are also monotone with respect to local operations and public communication. The faithfulness properties for intrinsic steerability and intrinsic non-locality that we have proven here are of independent interest.
We now give an overview of the remaining open problems not addressed by the present work. It is not known if either intrinsic non-locality or intrinsic steerability are asymptotically continuous. A naive approach for establishing these properties is to follow the proof for asymptotic continuity of squashed entanglement [AF04] ; however, this approach does not straightforwardly apply due to the no-signaling constraints on the extension system. From a foundational perspective, it would be interesting to provide an example of a probability distribution for which the intrinsic non-locality with a classical no-signaling extension is different from intrinsic non-locality with a quantum nosignaling extension. We suspect that the squashed entanglement of a bipartite state ρ AB is greater than or equal to the intrinsic steerability of an assemblage that results from measuring ρ AB . The approach in Proposition 9 does not apply because it does not account for the factor of 1/2 present in the definition of squashed entanglement.
Another promising direction to pursue is to improve the upper bounds on secret-key rates for device-independent and semi-device independent protocols. Several works in the classical information theory literature have introduced modifications of classical intrinsic information [RW03, GA10] in order to obtain better bounds on secret-key rates than intrinsic information. In [RW03] , a modified measure of intrinsic information, called reduced intrinsic information, was introduced and proved to be a better upper bound on secret-key rate than intrinsic information [MW99] . This bound was also subsequently improved further in [GA10] . It would be interesting to check if these techniques lead to improvements on the upper bounds presented by intrinsic non-locality and intrinsic steerability.
One of the most important open questions is to determine if the relative entropy of steering [GA15, KW17] and relative entropy of non-locality [vDGG05] would be useful as upper bounds for semi-device-independent and device-independent secret-key-agreement protocols, respectively. We suspect that this will be the case and lead to tighter upper bounds for certain device-independent and semi-device-independent protocols.
